Abstract Predicting landslide displacement is challenging, but accurate predictions can prevent casualties and economic losses.
Introduction

26
In the Three Gorges Reservoir region, landslides are the main type of geo-hazard, and they cause critical harm to individuals which diminishes its prediction ability (Hwang et al. 2014 ). In addition, the neural network neglects practical issues by using a 7 pre-defined activation function. Compared with traditional learning algorithms, although extreme learning machines are 8 characterized by high generalization, good performance and fast computing speed, their output is different at different times due to 9 the use of randomly selected input (Lian et al. 2014 ). Thus, it is difficult to reflect large quantities of information completely and 10 predict landslide displacement accurately using these models because landslide displacement is actually a finite time series.
11
The SVM model can effectively overcome the limitations of other methods, including small sample sizes, high 12 dimensionality and nonlinearity. Many studies have illustrated the ability of SVM models to recognize learning patterns, such as Shen et al. 2012 ). However, compared with the GA, the grid algorithm is tedious and cannot yield 26 satisfactory results (Gu et al. 2011 ). For discrete optimization problems, particle swarm optimization performs poorly and often 27 yields local optima (Fei et al. 2009 ). In addition, genetic programming, which was developed by Koza (1992), provides solutions 28 to complex problems using evolutionary algorithms, and the method is typically expressed as a tree structure that consists of 29 terminals and functions; however, it is difficult to generate new individuals, which seriously affects the convergence rate (Garg et Cai et al. 2016) . In this paper, the GA is selected as the method of parameter optimization 33 in the LSSVM due to its advantages in determining the unknown parameters that are consistent between the predicted data and the 34 measured data. By introducing the GA, some key parameters of the LSSVM model can be derived automatically. Therefore, we 35 select the combination of the LSSVM model and the GA to predict landslide displacement.
36
Due to the influences of rainfall, reservoir water level and human activities on the monitoring data of landslide displacement, 37 most monitoring data series are incomplete or highly variable. These issues introduce uncertainty into the mathematical model and 38 increase the difficulty of prediction. To overcome this and obtain the main error sources, a time series analysis of displacement is 39 conducted by decomposing the monitoring data series into several components (Du et al. 2013) . Then, the monitoring data series 1 generally with time, which reflects the trend in cumulative displacement. Landslide deformation exhibit long-lasting and 2 continuous movements under gravity loads that is affected by the creep characteristic (Desai et al. 1995 
11
However, it is difficult to obtain relevant data regarding the random component (wind loads, car loads, etc.) due to the lack 12 of advanced monitoring methods. In this paper, the random component displacement is not considered. Therefore, we can simplify 13 the time series model as follows.
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The trend component can be extracted using the moving average method as follows:
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The periodic component displacement can be acquired by subtracting the trend component displacement from the 22 cumulative displacement. Therefore, the time series model not only reflects the relationship between each component of 23 cumulative displacement but also provides mathematical and physical meaning for landslide displacement prediction.
24
LSSVM
25
The LSSVM model is a regression prediction method with nonlinear characteristics based on a statistical learning theory, ( ) ( 1, 2, , )
where C is a penalty factor representing the penalty degree of the training samples, b is the offset, and j  is the relaxation 3 factor.
4
Based on the Lagrange equation and duality theory, the optimization problem can be converted into a dual problem:
where j  is the Lagrange multiplier. 
The linear equations can be obtained by solving Eq. (9) with the elimination of W and  : 
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In the paper, we select the radial basis kernel function as the kernel function in the LSSVM model to obtain the optimal 
where  is a parameter of the kernel function.
22
The equation between C and σ expressed jointly the Eq. (5)~(10) is extremely complicated, which is inconvenient to be 1 expressed by a certain formula. However, the parameter of the model C and the parameter of the kernel function  significantly 2 influence the prediction performance. The parameter C represents the error tolerance. The more accurate the parameter is, the 3 higher the prediction performance is, but this can lead to overtraining. 
18
Underground moisture beneath the landslide is primarily groundwater flowing through loose media that include colluviums, 
20
Various external factors affect the landslide displacement, including rainfall, the reservoir water level, surface water infiltration, 21 groundwater, etc. 
11
Therefore, the landslide deformation characteristics suggest that deformation in the western portion of the landslide is 12 smaller than that in the eastern portion, and the Shuping landslide is affected by reservoir water level fluctuations and rainfall.
13
When rainfall increases abruptly and the reservoir water level drops between April and August annually, the landslide becomes 14 active, which increases landslide deformation. In other conditions, the landslide undergoes slow deformation at a constant speed.
15
In addition, groundwater, which is regarded as an active geologic agent, is one of the main factors that induces landslide (13), (14) and (15) 
17
continued to have an effect on displacement and there was also a lag effect, which means the displacement did not occur as soon
18
as the reservoir water level decreased, but was delayed.
19
At the head scarp of the landslide at an elevation of 181m, groundwater depth was measured by water level sensor within 
10
The grey relational coefficient of each data series and reference data series at each moment can be calculated as the 
18
Then the average value of the grey relational coefficients is regarded as the grey relational grade (Tosun 2006 where j  is the grey relational grade for the jth data series.
1
Based on the grey relational analysis method, the relational grades between the influencing factors and the periodic 2 displacements are shown in Table 1 . We can use the large grey relational grades as the input variables in the GA-LSSVM model.
3
When the relational grade is larger than 0.6, the influencing factor is closely correlated with the periodic displacement, which 4
suggests that the selection of the influencing factor for predicting periodic displacement is reasonable (Wang 2003 ; Wang et al.
5
2004). In addition, based on research on the relationship between reservoir water level and landslide or the relationship between 6 rainfall and landslide, the variation of the reservoir water level or the cumulative rainfall in the current month and the past two 7 months before landslide failure all have strong influences on landslide deformation rates. Therefore, comprehensively considering 8 the characteristics of the periodic displacement and the relational grades between variables, the cumulative rainfall in the current 9 month, the cumulative rainfall in the past two months, the reservoir water level, the variation in the reservoir water level in the 10 current month, the variation in the reservoir water level in the past two months are selected as input variables. In addition, the 11 infiltration of rainfall and reservoir water level changes the dynamic characteristics of groundwater in landslide, which reflects the 12 change of groundwater level. On the one hand, the change of groundwater level makes sliding mass or sliding zone in a dry and
13
wet circulation state, which leads to changes in the physical and mechanical properties of the sliding mass or sliding zone. On the 14 other hand, due to the change of groundwater level, the seepage force and the uplift pressure of groundwater acting on the 15 landslide change dynamically. Hence, considering the influences of rainfall and reservoir water level on landslide displacement,
16
and in order to make prediction performance more accurate, it is also necessary to select groundwater depth as input variable for 17 landslide prediction. Moreover, the periodic component displacement is established as the output variable for use in the
18
GA-LSSVM model. 
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Though Fig.12(b) do not match well, on the whole, its difference is less than the other two methods. Especially, in August and The predicted cumulative displacement is determined from the sum of the predicted trend displacement and the predicted 5 periodic displacement. The predicted cumulative displacements and the measured values are presented in Table 3, Table 4 and 6 Table 5 for monitoring station ZG85, ZG86 and ZG87, respectively. The results given in Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 suggest that   7 the GA-LSSVM model has better prediction performance than the GRNN model and the BP model, with a smaller relative error. 
20
Landslide displacement prediction is a major focus of contemporary landslide research. We use the deformation of a episodic movement landslide (Shuping landslide) as an example. According to time series analysis, the cumulative displacement is 18 component displacement that represents short-term deformation fluctuations. The trend displacement and periodic displacement 1 are predicted using a polynomial function and the GA-LSSVM model, respectively. The LSSVM yields good fitting results in 2 predicting the periodic displacement with the GA, which is utilized to determine the optimal parameters of the LSSVM. Based on 3 our analysis of the deformation of Shuping landslide, the reservoir water level, rainfall and groundwater have major influences on 4 the cumulative displacement. Therefore, based on the relational grades, we select six influential factors as the input variables. The 5 predicted cumulative displacement is obtained from the sum of the predicted trend displacement and the predicted periodic 6 displacement.
7
The GA-LSSVM model displays the highest accuracy, the smallest RMSE of 62. 4146 
10
show that GA-LSSVM provides good performance for landslide displacement prediction, and the GA is appropriate for 11 determining the optimal parameters used in the LSSVM model. Thus, the GA-LSSVM model can be effectively used to predict 12 landslide displacement and reflect the corresponding relationships between the major influencing factors and the periodic 13 component displacement.
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